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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two options are benefits of EIGRP OTP? (Choose two.)
A. It allows EIGRP neighbors to be discovered dynamically.
B. It allows EIGRP routers to peer across a service provider
without the service provider involvement.
C. It allows the customer EIGRP domain to remain contiguous.
D. It allows the administrator to use different autonomous
system numbers per EIGRP domain.
E. It requires only minimal support from the service provider.
F. It fully supports multicast traffic.
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
EIGRP Over the Top (OTP) allows EIGRP routers to peer across a
service provider infrastructure without the SP's involvement.
In fact with OTP, the provider won't see customer routes at
all. EIGRP OTP acts as a provider-independent overlay that
transports customer data between the customer's routers.
To the customer, the EIGRP domain is contiguous. A customer's
EIGRP router sits at the edge of the provider cloud, and peers
with another EIGRP router a different location across the
cloud. Learned routes feature a next hop of the customer router
- not the provider. Good news for service providers is that
customers can deploy EIGRP OTP with their involvement
Reference:
http://ethancbanks.com/2013/08/01/an-overview-of-eigrp-over-the
-top-otp/
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the video codec formats supported by the U2980/U2990?
() (multiple choices in this question)
A. VC-1
B. H.264
C. H.263
D. MPEG4
Answer: C,D
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